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1. INTRODUCTION 
Unitary groups of isotropic hermitian forms over division rings have been 
studied in detail by Dieudonne [3], [4], [5]. In this paper we extend some of 
the main results to local rings in which 2 is a unit. 
Let J be the Jacobson radical of a local ring A with involution *. Then 
A/J is a division ring and all the elements of A not in J are units; assume 2 is 
a unit. Let M be a finitely generated free right A-module with rank at least 
three and f: M x M -+ A a h-hermitian form on M. Thus h is a fixed element 
in the center of A with M* = 1 andfis a sesquilinear form satisfyingf(x, y)* = 
hf(y, X) for all X, y in M (see [2] for further details). Assume the form is non- 
singular; that is, the mapping M--f Hom,.,(M, A) given by x ~f( , x) is an 
isomorphism. The unitary group U(M) of M is the set of isomorphisms p: 
M -+ M satisfying f(q(x), q(y)) = f(~, y) for all x, y in M. Our main object 
is to study the subgroups of U(M) normalized by the commutator subgroup 
[U(M), U(M)] assuming that the hyperbolic rank i(M) of M is at least one. 
The special cases with h = *I and trivial involution so that A is commutative, 
namely the orthogonal and symplectic groups, have already been considered by 
Klingenberg [7, 81; see also McDonald [9] f or an extensive bibliography of 
related results. The present treatment is motivated by the approach in James 
[6l but many changes are necessary because of the presence of transvections and 
the noncommutativity, in general, of the ring A; the final results, however, are of 
a similar form. In keeping with the spirit of [9], we simplify proofs by assuming 
when necessary the presence of suitable units in A. 
2. GENERATORS AND CONGRUENCE SUBGROUPS 
We now define the isometries used in the study of U(M). Since the hyperbolic 
rank i(M) > 1, we can fix a splitting M = H I L with H = uA + VA a 
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hyperbolic plane with f(u, V) = 1 and f(u, u) =f(~, V) = 0. Let d denote 
the isometry ut+ v, VI-+ Ux. For each unit E in A define Q(E) in U(M) by 
u ++ UE, v t+ ve*-I. Then 
p(c), A] = CD(e) d@(+lA-l = a+*). 
Let S={oEA~a+ha * = 0} and for g in S define the transvection 
To(u) in U(M) by 
T&)(.4 = z + uuf(u, 4. 
Similarly, define T,(v) = dT,(u)d-l. F or x EL the quasitransvection (Siegel 
transformation) E(u, x) in U(M) is defined by 
qu, X)(4 = z - df(u, 4 + uf(x, 4 - ukl(x)f(u, 4 
where Q(X) = +f(x, x). Similarly, define E(e), x) and let b(M) be the normal 
subgroup of U(M) generated by these quasitransvections. The following 
identities can be easily verified: 
qu, x) E(u, y) = qu, x + Y) T&4 
where 2&I* = f(y, x) - f(x, y), and 
[E(u, x), qu, 391 = ~2&>* 
Also, for any unit E in A, 
a+) E(u, x) 4+)-l = qu, xc*) 
and 
CD(e) T,(u) a(e)-’ = TGo.*(u), 
DEFINITION. An ideal a in A is called involutary if a* = a (such an ideal 
is necessarily 2-sided). For an involutary ideal a, define &‘(Ma) to be the normal 
subgroup of U(M) g enerated by the quasitransvections E(u, x) with x in La. 
Define the congruence subgroup U(Ma) as the set of those isometries 9 in 
U(M) satisfying v(z) = x mod Ma for all x E M. Clearly, U(Ma) is a normal 
subgroup of U(M) and 
B(Ma) C U(Ma). 
LEMMA 2.1. T,(u) E &(Ma) for all u E S n a. 
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Pzoof. Take x in La and y in L such that 2f (y, x) = h*a. Then 2f(x, y) = 
--X*a and hence [E(u, x), E(u, y)] = T,(U) is in Q(Ma). 
Denote by U(H) the subgroup of all isometries in U(M) that fix the elements 
of L. It can be easily verified that U(Ha) = U(H) n U(Ma) is generated by the 
transvections T,,(U) and T,(w) with (T in S n a, the isometries 0(e) with E a 
unit with E = 1 mod a and, when a = A, the isometry d. 
THEOREM 2.2. U(Ma) is generated by U(Ha) and B(Ma). 
Proof. Let p E U(Ma); we reduce q~ to the identity using the given isometries. 
Since M is nonsingular, we can choose dual bases w, ,..., wu, and a, ,..., z, for L 
with f(si , Wj) = ?$i , 1 < i, j < m. Assume v(wJ = eu, for 1 ,C j < K - 1 
(at worst k = 1). Let 9(?1+ wJ = UE + v/I + t where E 3 1 mod a, /I E a 
and s = t - wk ELa. When a = A we must ensure that E is a unit. If E is not 
a unit, but ,9 is, replace q~ by AQ. Now assume E and /3 are nonunits. Let Y be the 
component of Q(v) in L. Since A is a local ring and f(u, V) = 1, it follows that 
f (r, t) is a unit. Replace Q by E(u, Y)Q and the new coefficient of ?I in cp(u + wok) 
is a unit. Put 
where u E S n a is yet to be chosen. For 1 < j < k - 1, since f(s, Wj) = 0, 
it follows that #(wJ = wj . Choose u such that 
E(u, se-l) QE(U, sk)(wk) = (u + wu*)f + wk: .
Then uESna and #(wa) = wug. Note that, for units 7 with ~1 = 1 mod a, 
[qT), E(u, z)] = E(u, q*) E(u, -z) = E(u, ?I* - 4 T,(u) 
is in b(Ma) since v* z 1 mod a and 7 = h(r]q(a) - q(s)?*) is in S n a. It now 
follows that if I/J is generated by the given isometries, so is Q. The proof follows 
by induction on k. Moreover, we have also shown [o(v), 8(M)] C b(Ma) for 
units r] = 1 mod a. 
THEOREM 2.3. Assume A is commutative and S contains a unit. Then for 
all invoktary ideals a, 
B(Ma) = [g(M), t?(Ma)] = [U(M), U(Ma)]. 
Moreover, if SL(M) is the special linear group, 
&Ma) = U(Ma) n SL(M). 
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Proof. We show first [U(M), U(ilk)] C b(Ma). By Theorem 2.2 it suffices 
to show that [U(M), U(Ha)] C b(Ma). It was observed in the proof of this 
theorem that [8(M), G(v)] C b(Ma) f or all units 71 with 77 = 1 mod a. By 
Lemma 2.1 all transvections can be ignored. It therefore suffices to prove that 
[d, a(q)] = @(7*7)-l is in b(Ma) for all units 7 with 77 = 1 mod a. More 
generally, for 6 = 1 + 01 a unit in the center of A with CL = ol* in a and (T 
a unit in S, 
and by Lemma 2.1, @(S) is in B(Ma). 
To complete the proof of the first part of the theorem we must show b(Ma) C 
i?(M), QMa)]. 7% e x inLa. Since Q(2) is in b(M) and E(u, X) = [a(2), E(u, x)], 
this inclusion is clear. 
Since all commutators have determinant one, b(Ma) C U(Ma) n SL(M). 
To obtain equality we must show U(Ma) n SL(M) C &‘(Ma). Again by Lemma 
2.1, we can ignore transvections and it suffices to prove G(6) f b(Ma) for units 
6 = 1 mod a with 6 = 6*, and d@(t) E &n/r) for units 5 with h.$ + .$* = 0. 
The first of these was established above, the second follows from the relation 
Remark. Even if A is noncommutative, the above proof shows that provided 
S contains a unit, 
b(Jh) = VVf), S(JGQl 
and Q(6) E $(Ma) for all central units 6 = 1 + ol with ol = 01* in a. When 
h f 1 mod J the unit X - 1 is always in S. When X = 1 mod j there need not 
necessarily be any units in S, for example, if A = Z,lpllz] with Z, the p-adic 
integers and * a galois automorphism. However, we can still prove b(Ma) = 
[8(M), E(Ma)] assuming only that 3 is a unit. The identity (cf. [6, Lemma 23) 
holds for 7 = 1 - /~cJ( T a unit and &3* = p. If /\ = 1 mod J we can choose T ) 
in L with q(r) a unit (see Lemma 3.2). Let /3 = --Q(Y)-l so that 7 = 2 and Q(4) 
is in b(M). For x in La, [a(4), E(u, x/3)] = E(u, x) is in [&‘(IM), &‘(Ma)]. This 
proves the result. 
THEOREM 2.4. Assume i(M) > 2. Tim 
a(Ma) = [U(M), W+fa)l 
for all involutary ideals a. 
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Proof. 
we need 
For x in La, E(u, x) = [a(2), E(u, x)] is in [U(M), U(Ma)]. Hence 
only prove [U(M), U(Ma)] C b(Ma). By 2.1 and 2.2 it suffices to 
show [U(M), U(Ha)] C b(Ma) an we can ignore transvections. Since M has d 
hyperbolic rank at least two, M = H 1 H’ 1 K with H’ = u’A + v’A a 
hyperbolic plane. Define @‘( ) E on H’ analogously to @J(C) on H. Then, using 
the method of Theorem 2.2, we find the relation 
E(u, v’X”)-1 qv, U’(E - 1)) Q’(6) E(u, v’h*) = qv, U’(1 - G-1)) @j(C). 
If c is a unit with E E 1 mod a, then [a(~), g(M)] _C b(Ma) and 
t-D(c) c D’(e) mod &‘(Ma). 
Hence [A, D(E)] E d(Ma) and [Q(T), O(C)] E d(Ma) for all units v in A. The 
inclusion [U(M), U(Ha)] C b(Ma) now follows. 
Remark. Let F(M) be the normal subgroup of U(M) generated by trans- 
vections. By Lemma 2.1, F(M) C b(M). If S contains a unit, then T(M)=&(M) 
since we have already seen @(-1) is in Y(M) and hence E(u, x) = [E(u, x/2), 
@(-I)] is in F(M) (see also [I, p. 1541). It follows that Theorem 2.4 is a 
generalization of Theorem 4 in [3]. Furthermore, if S C J, then F(M) C U(MJ) 
and F(M) # g(M). 
3. SUBGROUPS OF U(M) NORMALIZED BY b(M) 
We now classify the subgroups of U(M) normalized by b(M). 
DEFINITION. For each involutary ideal a let P(Ma) be the centralizer of 
b(M) module b(Ma), that is, 
=%Vfa) = GP E UP) I b, ++f)I _C I}. 
For any subgroup 3 of U(M) with 
6(Ma) C 9 _C F(Ma) 
for some involutary ideal a, we have 
[9’, 8(M)] C [P(Ma), b(M)] C &Ma) C 9’ 
and hence 99 is normalized by b(M). 
THEOREM 3.1. Let rank M > 5 and i(M) > 1. Assume 2 and 3 are units 
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and S contains a unit. When i(M) = 1, also assumef(x, x) E Z(A), the center of A, 
fop all x in M, and f restricted to A/J is not symplectic. Then a subgroup $9 of 
U(M) is normalized by b(M) if and only if 
&Ma) C 9 C I 
for a unique involutary ideal a. Moreover, if A is a commutative ring, all such 
subgroups are normal in U(M). 
This classification of subgroups of U(M) normalized by d(M) is still valid if 
the assumption “S contains a unit” is replaced by “5 and 7 are units.” We leave 
the details to the reader; essentially, arguments using a(~) G 6’(M) must be 
replaced by a(t) E C?(M) for suitable TJ. 
The uniqueness of a for ?? is a consequence of the remark following Theorem 
2.3 that b(Ma) = [6’(M), S(Ma)). F or assume b is also an involutary ideal 
with b(Mb) _C B _C F(Mb). Then 
g(Ma) = [8(M), S(Ma)] 2 [g(M), 31 C [g(M), ~Ofb)l c b(Mb) 
and hence d(Ma) = b(Mb) C U(Mb). For x ELa we now have 
E(u, X)(V) = v - xh - &q(x) = v mod Mb, 
so that x E Lb and a C b. By symmetry, a = b. 
To prove the theorem we need some preliminary results. 
LEMMA 3.2. Assume f restricted to A/J is not a symplectic form. Then any 
nonsingular A-hermitian module L has an orthogonal basis. 
Proof. If there exists x in L with f (x, x) a unit, then L = xA 1 xAl, since 
for any .z in L 
27 = xf (x, 4-l f (x, 4 + (z - xf (x7 x)-l f (x, z)) 
gives an orthogonal splitting. Choose x and y in L such that f(x, y) = 1. If 
f (x, x) and f (y, y) are not units, then 
f (& + Y, & + y) z 5* + A*.$ mod J. 
If .$* + X*5 is in J for all .$ in A, then h = -1 mod J and E* E 5 mod J for 
all .$ in A. Hence f restricted to A/J is a symplectic form. Thus we may choose 6 
in A with .$* + h*< a unit and the result now follows by induction on the finite 
rank of L since all projective A-modules are free. 
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In the following we frequently write T(U) for T,(U) when the value of cr is 
unimportant but, of course, changes with usage. 
LEMMA 3.3. For each v in U(M) there exists a # in b(M) such that 
&J#-~ = E(u, r) T(u) T(w) E(w, s) @(c)O 
where 0 E U(L). 
Proof. Let q~(v) = ULY + VP + t where t EL. Assume first that /3 is a unit. 
Then E(u, t/!-9*) P(V) = (ua + v)fl for some u E 5‘. Put 
‘pl = q/3*) T-,,(u) E(u, tFJ*)P, 
so that C&O) = a. Let &ti) = u + zy + w where w EL. Then E(D, w) C&U) = 
u + v[ with t* E S. Now 19 = T<*(v) E(n, w)P)~ is in U(L). The result now 
follows after rearranging terms. 
Assume now j? is not a unit. Take z EL and # = E(v, 2). In #&-r(v) the 
coefficient of et becomes /3 + f (z, t) - q(z)cy. We must choose z such that 
f (z, t) - q(z)a is a unit. If ol E J, we can choose z such that f (z, t) = 1. Now 
assume 01 is a unit. If possible, choose x such that p(a) is a unit. We are now 
finished unless f (z, t) = q( z LX mod J; in this exceptional case replace z by 22. ) 
Finally, by the previous lemma, we may assume ti is a unit and 5’ contains 
the unit 7 = 1 - A. Now take # = T,( w in b(M) and the coefficient of v in ) 
&J+-~(v) is a unit. 
COROLLARY 3.4. For 6 in S and z in L with E = 1 + q(z)f a unit in A, 
[T6(u), E(v, z)] = E(u, &*E-l) T(u) T(v) E(o, za) @(c*-l)e 
wherecuEAandBEU(L). 
Proof. This can be verified by following the proof of Lemma 3.3 with 
v = [T<(u), E(v, z)] = E(v + u[, z) E(v, -z). Only the E(u, zf*~-l) term will 
be needed precisely, but for completeness, 0 is the quasisymmetry x ++ x - 
z&-If (z, x). 
LEMMA 3.5. Assume 3 is a unit and S contains a unit. Let 9 be a subgroup of 
U(M) normalized by d(M) and 
be in 9 where 0 E U(L). Then E(u, ~3) and E(v, ~3) are also in 9. 
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Proof. By the remark following Theorem 2.3, @(-1) E E(M) and 
[?, q-l)] = E(U, y> T,(u) E(v 4 TM1 E(u, y) 
is in 9. After rearranging terms, it follows that 4 = E(u, ~2) E(v, s2) is in 99. 
Since 9 is normalized by d(M), we also have E(w, ~2) E(u, ~2) is in 9. Combining 
this with 1,4 shows that E(u, ~4) E(o, ~4) is in 9. Also, 
~(2) $@(2)-l = E(u, ~4) E(o> 4 
is in Q. Eliminating E(u, ~4) between these gives E(v, ~3) is in 9. Similarly, 
E(u, ~3) E 9. ( 
LEMMA 3.6. Assume rank M 3 5 and i(M) > 2. Let ‘9 be a subgroup of 
U(M) normalized by c%(M) and E(u, x) E 9. Then E(u, y) E 9 for ally E Lf (L, x). 
Proof. Let W = {y EL ) E(u, y) E %}; we must show Lf (L, x) C W. If 
E(u, y) E 9, then T,(u) = [E(u, y), E(u, z)] E 9 for all z EL where ah* = 
f (z, Y) -f (Y, z)* It f o 11 ows that W is an additive subgroup of L. 
Since i(M) 2 2, we have L = H’ 1 K with H’ = u’A + v’A a hyperbolic 
plane. Let x = u’ol + n’/3 + t where t E K. Then f (L, x) = Aa! + A/I + f (K, t). 
For s in K, E(o’, s) E d(M) and 
E(v’, s)(x) - x = -sor + o’f(s, t) - v’q(s)or 
is in W. Replacing s by s2 and subtracting gives Y = sol - w’f (s, t) E W. 
Repeating this argument with Y replacing x gives er’ ACY C W and, similarly, 
U’ACX C W. Hence 
~‘a i E(u’, S)(W’CY) = sk + u’%(s)@ 
is in W. It now follows that sol E W so that Kor c W and v’f (L, t) C W. From 
here the result follows immediately. 
It appears difficult to establish the above result when i(M) = 1 without the 
addition of further assumptions. 
LEMMA 3.7. Assume f (z, z) E Z(A) f OY all z E M, and f restricted to Al J 
is not symplectk Let 9 be a subgroup of U(M) normalized by b(M) and E(u, x) E 9. 
If 3 is a unit, rank M > 5 and i(M) > 1, then E(u, y) E 9 for all y in Lf (L, x). 
Proof. As in the previous lemma, let W be the subgroup {y EL 1 E(u, y) E q. 
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For z in M with q(z) a unit, the symmetry Y(z) defined by Y(z)(w) = w - 
q(z)-lf(z, w) is in U(M). When z EL the relation 
A@(--p(x)) = Y(z) E(w, z) E(u, z&)*-l) E(w, 2) 
is valid (cf. [6; p. 2621). Hence dY(z) @(--Q(X)) is in e?(M). Conjugating this 
relation by d shows that @(--q(z)*) Y(z)d-r is also in b(M). Let r, s EL with 
q(r) and q(s) units and f(r, s) = 1. Then Y(Y) Y(s) @(q(r)* q(s)) is in d(M). 
After conjugating E(u, x) E B by this isometry and by the isometry with Y and s 
interchanged, we have 
(Y(y) Y(s) - Y(s) W))(x) a(y) m* = Yf(h XY - tie, 4 
is in IV. Let x1 ,..., x, be an orthogonal basis for L and x = C xiai . Take 
Y = xj + ~~71, for j # K, and s = ~$6~ where where f(xi , xjci) = 1 and 71 E A 
is chosen such that q(y) is a unit. Then 
Yf(S, x)/l - Sf(Y, x) = x,Tpj - Xj’i7)*E&lc 
is in W. Note that if q(xj + xkq) E J, then both q(xj + ~~277) and q(xj + x,377) 
are units; hence X,~CQ - xjq~ *E;& is in W for all 7 E A. Repeating the argument 
since rankL > 3, we obtain xiAo+ C W for i # j. From here it easily follows 
that Lf (L, x) C W. 
LEMMA 3.8. Assume the hypotheses of Theorem 3.1 and let E(u, y) E 9 for all 
y ELf (L, x). Then b(Ma) C 9 where a is the involutary ideal generated by 
f (4 4 + f @A, 4. 
Proof. Again let W = {y EL 1 E(u, y) E S}. Then W is an additive group 
andLf (L, x) _C W. Take s, t inL with f (s, t) = 1 and a E f (L, x). Then E(u, m) E 9’ 
and T,(u) = [E(u, sol>, E(u, t)] is in ‘9 where E = 01 - Xcz*. By 3.4 and 3.5, 
E(u, z&) E 9 for some unit E and z in L with f (L, x) = A and q(a) E Z(A) 
(if i(M) > 2, we can choose z such that q(z) = &2( 1 + h*)). HenceLf (L, zef)= 
L[ C W. Therefore, Lor* C Wand 
Lf (xA, L) = Lf (x, L) = Lf (L, x)* C W. 
Repeating the previous argument, now with 01 E f(xA, L), it follows that 
Lf (L, xA) _C W. To complete the proof, we must show that for each E(u, y) E ‘9 
there exists y’ in L with f (L, y’A) = f (L, yA) and E(w, y’) E %. If there exists w 
in L with q(w) a unit, conjugate E(u, y) by dY(w) @(--Q(W)) in b(M) and the 
result follows. Otherwise, for a unit u in S, [TJv), E(u, y)] E 9 and the conclusion 
can be extracted from Corollary 3.4 with u and o interchanged. 
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Proof of Theorem 3.1. Let 9 be a subgroup normalized by b(M) and a the 
involutary ideal maximal such that E(Ma) C 9. We must prove any q~ in 59 is 
also in *(Ma). By Lemma 3.3 there exists I/ in b(M) such that 
&PC-’ = E(u, r) T,(u) T&J) E(v, 4 @(+ 
where 0 E U(L). By 3.5-3.8, both E(u, r) and E(v, s) are in b(Ma) and hence 
also in 9. Thus T,(u) TJ’u) @(c)O is in 9. Since Q(2) E b(M), 
C@(2), T,(u) T,&) @(@I = T&4 Tn,‘4(4 T-,(4 T-&J) 
is in 9. Hence T&U) T(o) E 9. For z EL, [Tre(u), E(a, z)] is now in 9 and by 
Corollary 3.4, E E a. Hence T,(u) E &(Ma). Similarly, T,(v) E &(Ma). Now 
@(c)O is in 9. For x EL, [@(c)6, E(u, x)] = E(u, B(x)E* - X) T(u) is in 9, and 
by the above argument, also in &(Ma). It follows that [@(c)O, b(M)] C &(Ma) 
and hence @(c)8 E F(Ma). Consequently, 9) E F(Ma). 
To complete the proof of the theorem we must show that 59 is a normal 
subgroup when the ring A is commutative. We have, for the v in the above 
argument, e(+* = x mod Ma for all x EL. Hence GE* = 1 mod a and f?(x) = 
XE mod Ma for x EL. Thus [@(c)O, A] = @(EC*) is in U(Ha) and hence in 
&(Ma) (see 2.3). From our knowledge of the generators of U(M) it follows that 
[I&X/J-~, U(M)] C &Ma) and hence 9 is a normal subgroup. 
Remark. The above proof also shows that for each y in F(Ma) there exists 
a unit E with EE* = 1 mod a such that T(X) E XE mod Ma for all x in M. 
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